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Abstract. The deep unsaturated zone may be a useful hydrological archive in desert environments
characterized by scant or sporadic rainfall and slow percolation of rainwater over decades or even
centuries. This moisture archive provides a useful way to distinguish the net downward flow of
recharge water, whereas the isotopic composition and concentration of the conservative solutes of the
preserved moisture could be used to reconstruct the history of recharge under the prevailing deficient
water balance. The major advantage of such coupled approach is to obtain independent estimates of
groundwater recharge rates which are normally difficult to evaluate using the hydrological methods
applied in the temperate zones. The study was conducted in the Shiekh-Zoweid/Raffa area in the
northeastern coastal strip of Sinai Peninsula. Bore-holes were dry-drilled in a line perpendicular to
the sea shoreline (using an 8-inch diameter hand-operated rotary rig) for the unsaturated sediment
collection from successive 0.5m thick layers down to a depth of 20m. Samples were investigated for
the moisture contents and the chemical and isotope composition of this moisture was determined.
Physical parameters were also assessed including porosity and volumetric moisture content. Chloride
mass-balance was used to calculate recharge rates through the unsaturated zone by predicting the
position of the 1963-Tritium peak in the unsaturated column. Analysis of moisture, chloride and
deuterium profiles showed three principle peaks (along with minor ones) in Karafin site indicating
few major recharge events that have taken place during the last few decades. Adjustment of these
episodes has also been attempted using two historical major rainfall events (known from nearby
meteorological stations). Application of the methodology in water resources management in arid
regions is discussed.

1. Introduction
Objective
The main purpose of the present study is the quantitative estimation of the recharge

rate and assessment of recharge history from the chemical, isotope and moisture archive
preserved in the relatively deep unsaturated zone of a coastal desert area, with reconstruction
of calendar years of higher precipitation events in order to rebuild the "rhythm" of the dry and
wet succession during the few last decades in the northeastern coast of Sinai Peninsula, Egypt.

This is approached by a preliminary test of solute acquisition mode in the saturated
zone (shallow groundwater, 15-30m deep) for selecting an area suitable for recharge
estimation by studying the unsaturated zone. The selected area was afterwards investigated for
the chemical and isotope archive in the moisture retained in the sediments of the vertical
section from land surface down to nearby the water-table using the CIMPA conventions (see:
"Moisture and Chloride Archive in the Unsaturated Zone" and "Position of the 1963 Tritium
Peak in the Vadose Zone" and the computer spreadsheet model CHLEAR prepared by the
author for the present work).

Old environmental archives in the great Sahara
North Africa territories (and the great Sahara in general) have known strong pluvial

periods (that alternated with arid epochs) during long times in the Pleistocene. Other two
relatively humid pluvial periods have also existed in the climatological context of the present
interglacial era of the Globe. This transposition abruptly ended-up (since few thousand years
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in the Holocene) by the installation of the extreme aridity that the Great Sahara knows today.
The present interglacial era began to dominate the Globe since the start of the Holocene when
the Earth climatic conditions again became governed only by the orbital parameters of Earth
movement (i.e. when the great glacial fields - inlandsis - of high-latitudes in the northern
hemisphere have almost disappeared and their major effect on the climate of the Great Sahara
vanished).

Compared to the Pleistocene rainy times, the Holocene humid times seemingly have
known modest precipitation rates with "seasonal rhythms" of rainfall rather than being "well-
distributed over the year" (Rognon, 1989 and Fahmy Hussein, in Arabic, 1999). In fact, North
Africa has known two modest pluvial periods during the Holocene: the first appeared by the
start of the era, and the last apparently terminated since few (4 to 5) thousand years,
Thereupon, rigorous arid conditions have been installed and lasted for about 4000 years until
present.

However, even during the last extremely arid few thousand years, the southern coastal
areas of the Mediterranean seemed always had somewhat attenuated aridity. These areas were
relatively humid (compared to the inland areas of the Great Sahara) due to local topography or
ambient factors (e.g. high topography in northern Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia, or winter
"trough-initiated rains" in the low-laying littorals of both Libya and Egypt).

Since 4000 years, a famous anticyclone is permanently superimposed on the Great
Sahara and hampers the arrival of important humid air-masses between the southern
Mediterranean coast and the Capricorn (Rognon, 1989). This singular situation governs the
regional climatic conditions and is considered responsible of locking the advent of significant
rainfall to the Sahara in general. However, the ingress of winter-troughs (which is an
outstanding local climatic feature) gives rise to the fall of modest to low winter precipitation
at the Mediterranean coast of Egypt. This situation could have been persisting along the last
few thousand years.

In fact, the highest annual precipitation rates are registered at present in the
northeastern corner of the country, e.g. at the downstream of El-Arish valley in Sinai
peninsula (where precipitation is almost 150-200 mm/year), and further to the east (where the
annual rainfall is somewhat higher - in the range of 200-300 mm/year-), in particular at the
Shiekh Zoweid (or "Zoyed") - Rafa (or Rafah) band (laying nearby Gaza Strip on the northern
part of the Egyptian-Palestinian boarders). Also, air temperatures and values of air relative
humidity in these sectors are clement, i.e. the desert conditions are almost due to low
precipitation only.

The reconstruction of paleoclimatic conditions is an important issue in the integral
study of the present-day desert environments. It is regularly invoked in order to understand the
ways the local sedimentary formations have been deposited during the geological times, and
also to elucidate the old environmental conditions (including precipitation).

For these ends, knowledge on the "last" changes in the geological faciès is usually
induced from information provided by various research methods (like the isotope dating of
organic carbon, study of pollens, diatoms, foraminifera, cardiums, investigation of prehistoric
(specially Neolithic) man-made tools found in lacustrine deposits, inspection of ocean and
marine deposits and reconstruction of the glaciation events as archived by the 18-0 negative
peaks in the biogenic marine carbonates). Recently, the chemical and isotope contents of
moisture preserved in the unsaturated zone profiles (Cook et al, 1992, Edmunds, 1998 and
Edmunds et al, 1999) became a valuable method for the assessment of paleorecharge and
paleoclimatic conditions.

The change of sedimentary faciès (and sedimentation rates) are used in order to
interpret the evolution of the Quaternary climates (in terms of cadence of successive arid and
humid periods) in the Great Sahara. Closer the studied epoch from present, more informative
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would be the observations, higher would be the resolution of the time-scale assigned to
events, and also more confidence could be engaged with the Suggested interpretations (like the
presence of paleo-lakes, old river terraces,... etc.).

Since the "rhythm" of the arid climate installation (that started to preponderate during
the last 4-5 thousand years in the Great Sahara) is still "playing" under our eyes, we can
interpret the most recent climatic events from the sedimentological and moisture archive using
several analytical means in order to better understand our present-day environment which has
continuously been subjected to old anthropogenic impacts during the second half of the
Holocene. In particular, higher interest should be given to the last few centuries (or decades)
since the factors that were responsible of their climatic conditions could be a part of a whole
gradual climatic change that is actively acting at present.

The recent unexpectedly violent thunderstorms that stroked into the southern and
middle Egypt in November 1993 and later have given place to local wadi over-flow that
increased the public and official interest in the desert climate issue. Moreover, the famous
recent drought that was installed (from 1968 to 1986) in the Sahel regions (which makes the
unstable southern peripherals of the Great Sahara) is an outstanding example of the critical
necessity to continuously improve our understanding of the meteorological and hydrological
conditions governing the northern belts of the Great Sahara. However, this task is still far
from culmination due to poor participation of the concerned countries in the scientific study of
the Sahara.

Climate change and coastal aquifers in Egypt
For the special case of the coastal aquifers in Egypt (where marine salt-water intrusion

could halt or control the development of local groundwater), climate change is a primordial
question since it implies changing the precipitation rate and aquifer replenishment. Despite the
fact that the reason of such interest is obvious, the strategy to tackle it (on both the scientific
and natural resources management grounds) is not facile. Moreover, in order to compensate
low precipitation and its temporal massing (rainfall in few days each year, mostly during
winter months), a source for supplying complimentary irrigation is in fact needed, and is
already obtained by increasingly pumping the coastal aquifers, in particular in Sinai.

Additional fresh water resources are also required to supply humans in the urban
zones, including tourist installation activities in the distinguished coastal sites, (Marga 1989
and Fahmy Hussein, 1996, in Arabic). This additional exigency stands behind pumping more
groundwater (in particular during the dry season) from the coastal Mediterranean strips of
North Africa (with the severe impact that unplanned anthopogenic practices would imply on
an already fragile natural aqueous system). Moreover, under the prevailing poor management
of the natural resources, administrative decisions are usually taken on the grounds of limited
data (or even without any data) due to local socio-economic complications. This makes the
need for the participation of the scientific community in improving the situation more than
obvious.

Moisture, chloride and isotope Vadose-Zone archive
The estimation of rainwater percolation rates and groundwater recharge under the low

precipitation rates prevailing in the semi-arid to arid zones is known to be a difficult task.
However, this estimation is the corner-stone of any sound regional management of water and
land resources that aims at the fulfillment of the economic and social finalities that would take
sustainability considerations into account. Unfortunately, the application of the conventional
hydrological methods for this intent in deserts could suffer from high uncertainty. However,
the environmental tracers including chloride, Tritium and Chlorine 36 (Allison et al, 1994,
Cook et al, 1994 and Phillips, 1992) have proved helpful in this respect.
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The upper formations of the Sinai Mediterranean coast are mostly made-up of fine
Quartz sands. These systems could have been sufficiently subjected to leaching during the last
few thousand years (by the low winter rainfall as discussed above) to the extent that the non-
atmospheric solutes (accumulated during prior times by old marine transgression) were almost
completely removed from the vadose-zone and even from the shallow aquifer in favorable
coastal areas.

Rainwater infiltration through soil and deep percolation in the sediments of the
unsaturated zone could be considered as a homogeneous downward movement by a piston
flow toward the water-table. This moisture flow pattern in the unsaturated sediments above
the water-table is accompanied by a mass-balance of conservative solutes (Scanlon et al, 1997,
Gaye and Edmunds, 1995, Allison et al, 1994, Edmunds et al 1992, Edmunds, et al 1991 and
Scanlon, 1990) as applied to desert soils in the USA, the coastal sandy formations in the
western part of the Sahel region in Africa (in particular in Senegal) and in the Australian
desert.

In fact, the downward movement of moisture through the aeration-zone is subjected to
water losses by evaporation, and solute concentration would consequently gradually be
increased. Accordingly, the observed contents of the conservative dissolved species (mainly
chloride) of meteoric origin can be viewed as resulting from successive "input pulses and
evaporative adjustments" under a steady-state flow system (for water), and a mass-balance for
conservative solutes. For Cl, there would be an "input" signal (equal to the mean Cl
concentration in rainwater multiplied by the annual precipitation rate), and an "output" signal
(equal to the mean Cl content in the unsaturated zone multiplied by the annual recharge rate);
the input and output signals are equal.

This "conceptual chemical model" for the unsaturated zone assumes that there are no
sources of chloride other than: a) the meteorological input, and, b) the evaporation-dependent
increase of Cl concentration in the preserved moisture during its net downward movement in
the saturated zone. This assumption is likely fulfilled only in the vadose-zone below an upper
"mixing" layer, whereas in the upper mixing layer itself the steady-state moisture flow
principle is not applicable (Cook et al, 1992). Only when the assumption is applicable,
recharge rate could be estimated (knowing mean Cl content in rainwater, mean annual
precipitation rate and mean Cl content in the unsaturated zone below the upper mixing layer).

Accordingly, it is important to have an independent criterion to judge that no
additional Cl input is arriving to the system from sources other than the Cl atmospheric input.
Therefore, the area where such Chemical-Moisture Profile Archive (CMPA) could be used for
the assessment of recharge rate should be properly pre-selected. A method based on the
frequency distribution of conservative dissolved ions in groundwater (Erikson, 1975) is very
useful for this particular purpose. It is applied in this work (as shown in the discussion; see the
part entitled "Preselection of the Study Area Using Erickson Concept").

CMPA could be enhanced by the introduction of the isotope archive of moisture in the
unsaturated zone to be a Chemical-Isotope-Moisture Profile Archive CIMPA (see: "Analytical
Measurements of Bore-hole Sediment Samples").

Spatial variations of recharge rates
Applying CMPA for the unsaturated zone in the coastal desert areas, a value for

groundwater recharge rate can be estimated. Chloride profile archive is considered as a cheap
and agreeable methodology based on coherent water flow and solute mass-balance principals
(Scanlon, 1990). Another recharge rate estimate could also be obtained from the isotope data
(Tritium profile archive) for the same set of sediment layers collected from a single auger-
hole. Due to the fact that Tritium contents are rapidly attenuating since the famous peak of
1963, the few following years are the unique chance for Tritium use in this regard in deserts
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(in the temperate zone areas, this chance has been lost since the 1963-Tritium peak has
already arrived to the water-table due to the high recharge rates prevailing under these
climates). However, it would be more reasonable to dry-drill several bore-holes in the same
region in desert (and collecting samples from fine vertical intervals) to representatively cover
the studied area in order to get a complete image about the spatial distribution of recharge rate
changes in the catchement (Edmunds and Gaye, 1994). Eventually, this enhancement would
be carried out in the framework of a regional water management appraisal in coordination
with the concerned local and/or national authorities.

2. Study area

Locality
The areas where rain-fed aquifer recharge is taking place under the prevailing arid

climatic conditions of Egypt are limited to the coastal plains of the Mediterranean Sea in the
north of the country (in particular at Mersa Matrouh and Alexandria Governorates on the
northwestern coast terminated at the Egyptian-Libyan borders, and at Northern Sinai
Governorate on the northeastern coast ended-up at the Egyptian-Palestinian-Israeli borders). In
the most southeastern corner of the country (at Shalateen-Halayb Triangle on the Red Sea
coastal plains limited at the south by the Egypt-Sudan borders), there is also a potential of
present-day recharge which is not yet studied or understood to any substantial extent. In these
few limited coastal areas, rainfall is in the order of about 100-150 mm/year and rarely exceeds
250-300 mm/year. However, it is believed that precipitation could exceptionally reached 450
mm or more in few abnormal years per century in local the most northeastern corner of Sinai
peninsula, (The National Meteorological Authority of Egypt, personal communication, 1999).

Sinai is a quasi-triangular peninsula that makes an area of about 61 x 10 Km i.e. 6%
or i® of the Egyptian territory, (Gamal Hemdan, 1992). Rainfall distribution over the
peninsula is characterized by a strong decline (from 300 mm/year in its most northeastern
corner, at Rafa, to 20 mm/year in its southwestern boundary on the Suez Golf). "Overall, the
annual average rainfall for the entire Sinai Peninsula is 40 mm, of which 27 mm is estimated
to come from individual storms of 10 mm or more" (cited from Zahran and Willis, 1992, Ch.
5, page 268). The mean annual maxima and minima of relative humidity at El-Arish is 79%
and 50%, respectively, and mean annual evaporation (estimated by the Pitche method) is
about 4 mm/day. Minimum winter temperature at El-Arish is 14°C, whereas maximum
summer temperature is 30°C, and winds are generally gentle and do not exceed 10 knots
(previous reference). Since the few investigations carried out on the study area are mostly
dealing with the geomorphology of the natural drainage pattern, no substantial information is
available in the literature as regard to the fractions of rainwater that would reach the water-
table and effectively replenish the local aquifers.

The memory of local population (and the incomplete official registers) retains the
arrival of torrential floods in Wadi El-Arish (and in other major wadies in Northern Sinai). In
fact, brief but heavy thunderstorms could occur in some exceptional years and cause wadies to
overflow. Extreme exceptional events have already occurred in 1947 and 1975 (records of The
National Meteorological Authority and Northern Sinai Data Base, personal communication,
1999), where runoff discharge to El-Rawafaa dam exceeded the discharge of "ordinary" years
by a factor ranging from 6 to 60 times, and the exceptional total flood exceeded the normal
ones by a factor ranging from 10 to > 20 times (Gamal Allam, et al, 1992). These sporadic
strong floods could be so singularly violent to the extent that infrastructure and proprieties
would be destroyed and surface soil eroded.
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Despite the low precipitation rate, rainfall would be effective in recharging the local
aquifers due to the fact that precipitation events occur during few days per year (mostly during
winter months) when weather conditions are favorable for low evapotranspiration losses
(clement temperatures, gentle wind speed and moderate values for air relative humidity). Also,
the upper formations in these coastal areas are mostly made-up of highly permeable sand
deposits ("raised beached" that were formed due to successive lowering of the maritime water
level, Gamal Hemdan, 1992, page 144) that could allow rapid infiltration of a fraction of
rainwater, and consequent deep percolation down to the water-table.

However, the usual scenario of infiltration and percolation known for the temperate
and humid regions needs that successive precipitation events should be separated only by
relatively short intervals during the rainy season each year before moisture can percolate into
the aeration zone (www.stockton.edu/~epsteinc/webber/aeration.htm, 1999). However, under
arid to semi-arid climates, moisture pertaining to any given year in the unsaturated zone could
be viewed as "pushing" the prior water pulses (residual from earlier years) that consequently
slowly move downward over the years. The resultant vertical pattern of moisture profile could
be considered as an archive of rainy years (appearing as high volumetric moisture peaks)
separated by drought years (appearing as low volumetric moisture peaks). Moreover, and the
whole moisture profile could represent a vertical sequence of wetting and drying fronts
reflecting both downward (net recharge) and upward flow (evaporation).

Figure 1. Sinai Peninsula, Egypt
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Geological framework of northern Sinai coast

Five geomorphic provinces are recognized in Sinai Peninsula (Fig. 1) from north to
south, namely the Mediterranean Foreshore, the Mobile Platform, the Northern Stable
Platform, the Southern Stable Platform and the Southern Mountain Platform (Gamal Hemdan,
1992 and Dames and Moore, 1985). In the present research we have selected the northern
coast of the peninsula for the IAEA Coordinate Research Program "Isotope-Based
Investigation of the Unsaturated Zone of Semi-arid Areas" (Research Contract # 9246/RO).
Along the 220 km Mediterranean coastal strip of the peninsula (distance measured as straight
line on a west-east direction), considerable change of the geological setting and the
groundwater hydrochemical faciès are detected from west (at the Suez Canal) to east (at the
Egyptian-Palestinian-Israeli borders).

At a little distance to the east from Port-Said city (on the Suez-Canal), the "Sahl El-
Tina" clayey plain extends for about 43 km. To the east/northeast of these Pleistocene Nile
alluvial deposits, the El-Bardaweel lagoon system is stretching as a shallow maritime water
belt for about 95 km which is about 40 km wide except on the eastern arm (Zaraniek) which is
only about 3 km wide. To the south of this lagoon, the coastal plains become abruptly covered
by extensive unconsolidated Quaternary sand dunes and undulating terrain dominated by
stable sandy deposits which are few tens of meters thick. The same type of terrain is extending
for about 82 km far from the eastern borders of this marine lagoon up to the Egyptian-
Palestinian-Israeli borders. This most eastern territory is gently sloping northward to the sea
and very occasionally covered by eolian Quartz sand dunes and/or Quartz loam materials
underlain by consolidated calcareous sands (old beaches of a type locally known as "Kurkar"
which is a type of aged marine "caliche"). This coastal plain is selected for the present study.
Soil site and profile description is proceeded using a worksheet (RESITE) prepared by the
author. The recent wind-blown fine sands superficially interchange with finer loamy
sediments (or stabilized sand dunes) on the coastal strip and extend to a distance of about 10-
20 km southward inland far from the shoreline. Vertically, the upper formations (40-80 m
deep) are made-up (from the top - land surface - to the bottom - arbitrarily defined at the sea
mean water level -) of one or another of the following successions (M. El-Ghazawi, 1992 and
references cited in Abdel-Samie, 1996):

(1) two formations:
a) recent sand dunes (RSD).
b) sandy loam «red bed" (SLRB).

(2) three formations:
a) recent sand dunes (RSD).
b) Kurkar (K).
c) sandy loam «red bed" (SLRB).

(3) three formations:
a) loamy topsoil (loess) (LT).
b) Kurkar (K).
c) sandy loam "red bed" (SLRB).

The vertical alteration of these faciès is believed to indicate on the modification of
deposition environments that were characterized by alternation of pluvial and arid climates
during the Late Quaternary and the early Holocene. In particular, the sandy loam "red bed"
(known as the Sultani deposits) are remnants of the terraces formed by old drainage patterns
reflecting a famous pluvial that dominated the Sahara during the Late Pleistocene (Rognon
1989) and extending from Morocco and Tunisia in the west to Palestine in the east.

Below the upper 70-80 m thick sands, the geological formations change to about 600
m thick shell layers or dark marl shale (belonging to the Miocene), Underneath, the log
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contains 700 m thick Oligocène sands and clays, Eocene limestone, chalk and marl followed
downward by Lower Cretaceous Nubian sandstone (that makes 300 m thick deposits) laying
on 700 m thick Jurassic limestone and marl which is bottomed by 600 m thick Carboniferous
sandstone and limestone formations. The shallow groundwater stored in the Quaternary upper
deposits is developed in Northern Sinai, whereas deep groundwater of the Nubian aquifer is
still under study for future development in order to supply the agricultural expansion in some
sectors inland far from the shoreline, in particular to the southeast of El-Arish city.

Hydrology of northern Sinai coastal strip
The coastal sector between Shiekh-Zoweid and Rafa (forth sector in the following

discussion) was arbitrarily preselected for the present study since it is capped by more or less
stabilized sand dunes all-over the vertical section (from land surface to the water-table) or
locally bottomed by "Kurkar". In this upper sandy aquifer, there is a fresh groundwater body
(flowing under unconfined conditions) floating on marine groundwater. Also, in many areas
there is a second groundwater body (flowing under semi-confined conditions) in the
underneath "Kurkar" formation.

The isohyte lines of both aquifers (Sand and "Kurkar") are extending more or less
parallel to the shoreline, and the general groundwater pattern is governed in the unconfined
(Sand) and semi-confined ("Kurkar") aquifers by a dominant northward flow direction
discharging freshwater to the sea. The hydraulic gradient is obviously lower than the slope of
land surface in both aquifers. In the coastal strip delimited between the shoreline and an
arbitrary locus line (located at 10 km far from the shoreline inland and parallel to the
shoreline), land surface is dripping towards the sea by 65 to 50 m (from +75 or +50 m to +10
or 0 m amsl), whereas the water-table of the sandy aquifer drops 6.5 m (from +6.5 to 0 m
amsl), and the groundwater peizometric level declines by 3.5 m only (from +3.5 to 0 m amsl)
in the "Kurkar" aquifer. Consequently, land slope is around 0.500 % whereas the hydraulic
gradients are in the range 0.065% to 0.035%, that is to say land surface slope is 10 to 15 times
greater than the slope of the water-table, and the hydraulic gradient of the Sand aquifer is
almost twice that of the "Kurkar" aquifer.

Starting from the middle of the lagoon on the west, to the Egyptian-Palestinian-Israeli
borders on the east, the coastal strip extends from a "west/southwest" direction to a
"northeast/east" direction and shows a definite increase of annual rainfall (from a minimum of
about 100 mm to a maximum of almost 300 mm per year). The coastal strip was arbitrarily
sub-divided, for the purposes of this study, into four geographic sectors (distances as reported
on the coastal highway which is 235 km in length):

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

from
from
from
from

Suez Canal
Bir El-Abd
El-Arish
Shiekh Zoweid

to
to
to

to

Bir El-Abd
El-Arsih
Shiekh Zoweid

Rafa

(80 km long).
(95 km long).

(35 km long).
(25 km long).

The first sector was not considered in this research since it will be irrigated using Nile
water (arbitrarily 1:1 mixed with agricultural drainage waste water flowing out from the
eastern region of the Nile delta) through a canal that passes eastward beneath the Suez Canal
to the northwestern and middle-northern Sinai. The local population in the second, third and
fourth sectors makes use of shallow pumping wells as well as surface galleries (excavated in
the topmost sand deposits to directly expose groundwater in tiny pools) to supplement local
precipitation for irrigating lands growing fruits and vegetables. Since the cultivated areas were
extensively increased during the last few decades (Moustafa El-Ghazawi, 1992), the number
of pumped wells increase and over-pumping becomes alarming.
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Groundwater samples of Sheik Zoweid-Rafa sector

Groundwater samples were collected from operational shallow wells and excavated
galleries (locally known as "Tamilah") in the above-mentioned fourth sector of in order to
check if the groundwater system is predominated by solute acquisition through wet deposition
and evaporation. The Cl frequency distribution and Erikson concept were used to interpret the
data. Chemical data provided from an earlier study (Abdel-Samie, 1996) was integrated in the
frequency distribution study since it covered the second, third and fourth sectors of the
Northern Sinai foreshore coastal plain. The sector that proves to be almost free of mixing and
dissolution might be considered as suitable for estimating recharge using the unsaturated zone
archive and chloride mass balance and environmental isotopes (the CIMPA approach adopted
in the present study), whereas the area dominated by water mixing and solute dissolution
should be excluded from the board of the present study.

Oxygen-18 and deuterium were also measured in the groundwater samples collected
from the shallow wells and galleries in the fourth sector. The isotope data is plotted against
the TDS (Fig. 6) to demonstrate the qualitative isotope-chemical affinity. With this qualitative
relationship we can distinguish - once more - the mode of solute acquisition (rainfall and
evaporation versus mixing and dissolution) in order to independently verify the detachment of
the foreshore coastal plain according to the dominant solute acquisition mode (see:
"Preselection of the Study Area Using Erikson Concept", in the discussion and interprettion).
For the convenience of having a greater number of samples isotopically analyzed, our set of
samples was enhanced by isotope data reported in the above-mentioned earlier study (Abdel-
Samie, 1996). The combined data makes altogether 217 samples. Our own isotope and
chemical data set makes about one tenth of the total number of groundwater samples. The
earlier study had not given any attention to studying Cl distribution in groundwater by
Erikson's method for the purpose we outlined in the present study. The earlier data also was
neither interpreted in terms of suitability of the different groundwater sectors of Northern
Sinai coastal area for obtaining a quantitative estimate of recharge, nor it presented any
appraisal of groundwater salinity origin according to the mode of solute acquisition. So,
despite the fact that we make use of data previously reported in an earlier study (in order to
enhance the number of observation points to check before conducting our unsaturated zone
study), our present study obviously stands unique and authentic. Moreover, our study accounts
for both the saturated and the unsaturated zones whereas any earlier study on the same area
was only dealing with the saturated zone.

The combined data set have clearly indicated - in 1998 - that only the groundwater
samples collected from the Shiekh-Zoweid-Rafa sector (the fourth sector) have a log-normal
Cl distribution and also a clear evaporative trend (shown on the 18O-TDS plot, Fig. 6)
indicating a solute history corresponding to wet deposition, and stable isotope enrichment
effected by evaporation. We will see (in the item dealing with the "closed system conditions")
that groundwater chemistry also shows that evaporation has exclusively taken place in the
unsaturated zone during recharge not in the aquifer after recharge. This implies that the fourth
sector (Shiekh Zoweid / Rafa) is the unique site which could be compatible with the criteria
required for the application of CIMPA in the unsaturated zone. Meanwhile, the samples
collected from the second and third sectors have shown a dissolution and/or mixing origin of
solutes in groundwater (as indicated by the normal frequency distribution of chloride) and
showed (on the C1-18O plot) an almost horizontal orientation of data points parallel to the
chloride x-axis indicating solute dissolution. This implies that the attempt to use the
unsaturated zone data from Shiekh-Zoyed and Rafa sector is expectedly successful for the
purposes of this study.
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Analytical measurements of sediment samples

The second phase of the present research was achieved by dry-boring two unsaturated
boreholes (each 20 m deep) using 8-inch diameter manual rig, and collecting 40 samples (at
0.5 m intervals) per borehole in 1998. One borehole was about 1 km far from the shoreline,
whereas the second was at about 10 km more far inland and both are oriented on a straight
course perpendicular to the shoreline. This was followed by another two boeholes, one of
them was at about 5 km from the shoreline whereas the second was at 15 km from the
shoreline. Isotope and chemical analysis was carried out on all the unsaturated zone sediments
(including moisture content, chloride and deuterium in residual moisture, whereas tritium is
currently being measured). During the unsaturated zone sampling program, measurements of
bulk density, pore-size distribution, sediment moisture characteristic curve (of samples from
the upper one meter of the topsoil) and estimation of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity
(as a function of moisture content) based on measured saturated hydraulic conductivity was
also undertaken. Tritium profiles and a thin section study of porosity (using plain and crossed
polarized light) will also be proceeded in order to complete the image of the studied profile,
and will be reported (as well as the data of the third and fourth unsaturated boreholes)
elsewhere.

Chloride content of the interstitial water in the unsaturated zone is measured after
moisture extraction either by direct centrifugation (Edmunds and Bath, 1976), immiscible
displacement followed by centrifugation (Kinniburgh and Miles, 1983) or elutriation (50
grams moist sample plus 30 ml aliquot of distilled water) and centrifugation followed by
filtration through a 0.45 |j,m filter paper. Moisture in the unsaturated zone can be studied using
the environmental isotopes in the water molecule, namely, oxygen-18 (18O), deuterium (2H)
and Tritium (3H). Non-fractionation extraction (Walker et al, 1994) of the moisture preserved
in the sediments of the unsaturated zone is systematically proceeded before measuring the 18O
and 2H contents. The usual extraction method is based on evaporation and condensation in a
closed system previously subjected to vacuum. Starting from the extracted water and using
vacuum techniques, an appropriate gaseous phase is prepared for isotopic measurements. CO2

1 fi

gas in isotopic equilibrium with water is usually used in the case of O (Roether, 1970),
whereas H2 gas is generated by reduction of water on hot Uranium or Zinc (Moser et al 1971
and IAEA, 1986) in the case of 2H. In the gaseous phase, the isotope ratios 18O/18O (Epstein
and Mayada, 1953 and Darling and Talbot, 1989) and 2H71H (Drost et al, 1974) are measured
on a mass-spectrometer. However, a direct method (Coleman et al, 1982 and Darling et al,
1989) for the generation of hydrogen gas (by water reduction) needed for the measurement of
H/ H ratio has recently became a routine method that can be more rapid and particularly

adequate for the low moisture content in unsaturated sediments of the arid zone. For natural
water samples, after electrolytic enrichment (Ostlund et al, 1963), Tritium content is measured
after enrichment (Taylor, 1975, and IAEA, 1976) using a scintillation counting method
(Cameron et al 1966, Cameron, 1967 and Tanweer et al, 1982) for the detection of the low
radioactivity beta particles emitted if the water sample was not Tritium-dead. However, for
the low moisture content of the unsaturated sediments this would require a large amount of the
moist sediment. Instead, after extraction of sediment moisture, the extracted water is
converted into a gas containing hydrogen in order to measure its radioactivity using a gas
counter.

Rainwater composition
As the input information (mean Cl content in rainwater) is needed, it is appropriate to

have a historical record not only of precipitation rates but also of rainwater chemistry in the
studied area and/or in a nearby meteorological station. The studied area is lacking a long
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historical rain chemistry data, however, we have Cl concentrations and isotope composition in
precipitation of the last few years. Also, Alexandria station reports were referred to (Fig. 5 a, b
and c) in order to review a twèhty years isotope composition data set known for rainwater of
northern Egypt (IAEA- GNIP, 1998). The mean Cl content for the last three years in Shiekh-
Zoweid-Rafa is 16 mg.l"1. In a study on rainwater in Israel (Herat et al, 1995) the reported data
show that 58.8% of samples contain <50 mg.l"1 Cl, whereas 29.4% has 50-100 mg and 17.6%
has >100 mg (in more detail, samples with <25 mg.l"1 Cl = 17.6%, 25-50 mg = 41.2%, 50-75
mg = 23.5%, 75-100 mg = 5.9%, 100-200 = 5.9% and >200 mg = 5.9%). From the reported
data and site map for the Israeli study, it could be said that at a moderate distance in Israel far
from the Egyptian-Israeli borders (25-75 km) in a strip parallel to the borders but
perpendicular to the shoreline, Cl concentration in rainwater increases in an inland direction
from 25 to 60 mg.l"1 along a distance of 150 km (i.e. there a slight inland gradient of 2.3
nig/10km).

3. Discussion and interpretation

Preselection of the study area using Erikson concept

In order to use the isotope and chemical archive preserved in the unsaturated zone
(using the steady-state chloride profile approach and the 1963-Tritium peak) for estimating the
recharge rate under the arid to semi-arid climate conditions prevailing in the Mediterranean
coastal zone of Sinai peninsula, it is essential to be quite sure that groundwater of the selected
area is characterized by a dominant solute acquisition mode dictated only by two processes:

(1) wet deposition (ionic species in local precipitation) as origin of salinity in the
unsaturated zone (i.e. there is no neither a marine origin of salinity nor transport of solutes to
the selected domain from adjacent geological formations by lateral groundwater movement).

(2) evaporation is the unique mechanism that increases the initial solute
concentrations of local rainfall during unsaturated flow in the vadose-zone.

In other words, the selected profiles should be free of mixing of different water bodies
with dissimilar chemical history and distinct TDS contents, and should also be free of solute
acquirement by weathering and/or leaching of marine or continental evaporites. This is an
important condition to respect if we would like to use not only the environmental isotope
signatures (18O, 2H and Tritium) preserved in the moisture archive of the unsaturated zone but
also when we would like to use the vertical chloride distribution in particular for tracing the
net water displacement toward the local aquifer and for applying the Cl steady-state mass
balance in the unsaturated profile to estimate the recharge rate.

An interesting method for such verification has early been formulated by the Swedish
scientist Erikson (Erikson, 1975) for appraising the origin of chloride content in groundwater
when a good number of observation points is available on the regional scale. Despite the
coherent theoretical basis (equation derivation) and relatively simple applicability of this
method, it has unfortunately never been popularized in the hydrological studies for which it
has been basically formulated.

The intent of this method is to let the user distinguish between two groups of
groundwater:

(a) groundwater bodies which have gained their conservative solute content (Cl)
mainly due to dissolution and mixing (in this case, a normal frequency distribution of
chloride concentrations in regional groundwater samples should be observed), and

(b) groundwater bodies which predominantly gained their chloride contents mainly
due to meteorological (atmospheric) wet deposition which was subsequently affected by
evaporation during slow moisture downward percolation into the unsaturated zone (in this
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case, a log-normal frequency distribution of Cl contents should be observed in regional
groundwater).

Moreover, if the studied reservoir belonged to the second group, an estimate of
recharge rate could be obtained using the harmonic mean of Cl content in the groundwater
samples, the mean Cl concentration in local rainfall and the mean annual rainfall of the
studied area. In fact, the harmonic mean (i.e. the reciprocal of the arithmetic mean of
reciprocals) could easily be obtained from a set of Cl data (note that the harmonic mean is
always less than the geometric mean, which is always less than the arithmetic mean).

Groundwater chemistry
The chemical composition of the groundwater samples collected from pumped shallow

wells (15-30 m deep) as well as from groundwater pools exposed in dug gullies in Shiekh
Zoweid-Rafa (the fourth sector in the above-mentioned site list) is shown on Piper triangular
cation and anion spaces (Fig 2) according to the famous method (Piper, 1944). Manual
plotting of Piper diagrams is tedious and many computer applications have introduced codes
to mechanize that task. The author of the present work has prepared an Excel spreadsheet file
(called ESCAPE) for this duty and also for plotting other hydrochemical diagrams) which
could be more agreeable to use than many store software packages. On Piper plots, samples
are arranged according to the gradual increase of TDS starting from sample # 1 (Table 1). In
all samples, Ca, Mg and Na + K stand for <50%, <30% and >30% of cations, respectively. For
anions, Cl represents >30%, SO4 contribution is hardly greater than 40%, whereas HCO3
sharing is >50%. It is also clear that the groundwater chemical composition, in general, shifts
from a (Ca-Na-HCOs) to a (Na-Cl-SO4) type accompanying the increase of salinity from low
TDS values in the dilute groundwater samples (close to the initial composition of rainwater)
to higher TDS values through the combined effect of processes that take place in both the
unsaturated and saturated zones. With first stages of TDS increase in the most dilute wells, we
observe a gradual increase in the contribution of Ca and Cl which could reflect natural
changes in rainwater chemistry. In all the studied samples, a significant decrease of HCO3
contribution with TDS increase is observed and could be considered as an indication on slid-
phase precipitation (Calcite coatings on sand grains) by evaporation during recharge in the
unsaturated zone. For the moderate to the relatively highly charged wells, there is also a
general increase in the contribution of SO4 accompanied by a decrease of the contribution of
Ca. This second chemical shift could be the resultant of Gypsum dissolution in the saturated
zone accompanied by slight Calcite precipitation in the aquifer. Since Piper plots does not
provide a deep insight into the reasons of water composition change, D'Amore ionic ratios
(Fig. 3) were used to elucidate the origin of dissolved species. Also, Schoeller and Stiff
diagrams were plotted to follow the change of the chemical faciès with salinity build-up. A
worksheet (ESCAPE) is prepared by the author to graphically plot water chemical
composition using 6 methods.

Origin of solutes in groundwater (D'Amore ionic ratios)
Six ionic ratios (where ion concentrations are expressed in meq/1) were calculated

according to the following formulae (D'Amore, 1982):

V Anions ) \ Anions Cations

_ J ^ ÇU*1OO D = K
Cations Anions) v Cations

m F

v Cations Anions) v Cations
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Figure 2. Piper Diagram of Some Groundwater and Gullies, Shiekh Zoweid/Rafa Sector,
Northeastern Sinai (see Table 1).

D'Amore ionic ratios are given in Fig. 3 (a, b and c), where samples are arranged
according to the increase of TDS. D'Amore signals (expressing the above-given ionic ratios
A, B, C, D, E and F) present an elegant way to understand the major mechanisms affecting the
chemical evolution of groundwater systems (see comments below each D'Amore plot), in
particular those concerning the source of solute acquisition. The comments below D'Amore
plots also show the major 18O observations of some samples. In fact, the stable isotope content
of rainwater increases with evaporation in the unsaturated zone and becomes conservative in
the saturated zone if no evaporation (or mixing) takes place from the water-table. In the
section "618O-TDS Plot", we will deal with relationship of the isotope composition and the
TDS and will see that these plots show that in the selected area (Shiekh Zoweid-Rafa)
dissolution and mixing are by no means the dominant factors behind solute acquisition in
groundwater, whereas wet deposition and evaporation are, on the contrary, the most effective
mechanisms of solute evolution in the studied area. These two processes (wet deposition and
evaporation) take place a priori in the unsaturated zone. Beside the above given discussion on
Cl frequency distribution (that showed the suitability of selected area for the intent of the
present study), the observations on the 818O-TDS plot (Fig 6) once more warrant the selection
of this locality and proves that it is ideal for the purpose of groundwater recharge estimation
using CIMPA.

Thermodynamic processing
Thermodynamic data was processed using WATEQ4F (Truesdell et al, 1974 and

Plummer et al, 1976) of NETPATH software (Plummer et al, 1996). Ionic strengths as low as
0.008 are found in the dilute wells in the Shekh Zoweid-Rafa area and it never exceeds 0.080
in the relatively brackish wells and gallery samples (only one sabkha sample has an
exceptional ionic strength of 2 due to intensive evaporation of surface water). Almost all
samples, (except # G22 which is collected from a gully) have a CO2 partial pressure
significantly higher (Fig. 4 f) than the atmospheric pCO2 (by a factor of 10 to 15) which could
reflect the presence of moderate biogenic effect in these aqueous solutions. Due to the scarce
vegetative cover, no significant soil CO2 gas can be generated from the root zone, and the high
CO2 gas content in groundwater should either reflect older environmental conditions or slow
rate oxidation of old organic matter in the aquifer but there is no way to distinguish one mode
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from another without a particular study to purge out the dissolved gases and measuring its
isotope composition and comparing it to the isotope composition of organic matter in the
aquifer material. Also, a microbiologie investigation of the unsaturated zone material could
also be helpful to elucidating the biogenic generation of CO2 gas. However, a proper
geochemical modeling using hydrochemical and isotope data (including 81 C data for
groundwater along the flow pathway) could give a preliminary insight into the system to
account for CO2 generation.

On the plots of log [CO3] versus log [Ca] and log [CO3] versus pH (Fig 4, a and b),
WATEQ4F calculations show that most of the collected water samples (except one, # G3,
from a gallery) are saturated or supersaturated in Calcite (Fig. 4 a). All the collected samples
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are largely far from saturation in Gypsum and for sure highly under saturated in Halite (Fig. 4
b and c). Saturation in Calcite could reflect the presence of carbonate solid-phases in the
aquifer and/or in the unsaturated zone, and also explains the observed slightly alkaline pH
values (from7.5 to 8.0) which are significantly higher (by more than 2 pH units) than the
theoretical pH of any non-polluted rainwater. The saturation indices of both Calcite and
Gypsum increase in a scattered pattern with the increase of ionic strength (not shown),
whereas the saturation index of Halite linearly increases with the ionic strength. This could be
related to differences is the mode of acquisition of calcium, bicarbonate and sulfate on one
hand, and acquisition of sodium and chloride on the other hand in rainwater. The linear
relationship between Halite saturation index and the ionic strength reflects a sea spry origin of
Cl and Na while the scattered relationship between Gypsum and Calcite saturation indices and
the ionic strength could reflect the participation of a non-sea spray origin (from reaction of
rainwater with Saharan dry deposition along the pathway of the humid air-masses that give
rise to rainfall in Northern Sinai) along with the sea spry origin for Ca, SO4 and HCO3
dissolved in rainwater. Studying Israel rainwater chemistry (Herat et al, 1995), it has been
shown that four ions (Cl, Na, K and Mg) have a marine spray origin, whereas mostly Ca and
SO4 masses are 50% of sea-spray origin and the rest is derived from non-sea-spray origin
(from reaction of rainwater with atmospheric dust) whereas in many cases HCO3 in rainwater
is under the detection limit as expected. An additional increase in solute content starting from
the rainwater composition should be attributed to the effect of water losses during evaporation
but dissolution of evaporites could also be responsible.

Closed system conditions in the aquifer
A graphic of the type log [HCO3"] on the y-axis versus pH on the x-axis (Fig. 4 e) is

normally used to distinguish water development under closed condition versus development
which takes place under an open system conditions (Stumm and Morgan, 1981 and 1996).
Under open system conditions water chemistry develops along straight lines perpendicular to
the Calcite saturation locus line, whereas under the closed system conditions water develops
along curvilinear trends that progress downward towards the Calcite saturation locus line. The
particular positions of any given straight (or curvilinear) line for the evolution of relationship
of log[HCC>3~] versus pH are controlled by the values of the partial pressure of CO2 gas (high
PCO2 makes the trend shifts to a higher logfHCCV] on the y-axis). In the case of our set of
data this plot, however, is difficult to be used for distinguishing between the open and the
closed system due to lack of very dilute samples close enough to local rainwater composition.

Therefore, we used another method for the discrimination of the open versus the
closed system conditions. We plotted the three major dissolved carbonate species (namely,
log[CO32"], log[H2CC>3] and log[HCC>3~]) on the y-axis versus pH on the x-axis (Fig. 4 e). The
obtained pattern shows that with pH increase, logfHCCV] values are more or less constant,
log[H2CC>3] values decrease and log[CC>32"] values increase. This is the typical pattern of a
closed system evolution (with respect to CO2 gas) of water carbonate chemistry in the
saturated zone (after recharge with rainwater having an initial/7CO2 that could be acquired not
only through equilibrium with atmospheric CO2, but probably also through dissolution of

biogenic CO2 gas in the unsaturated zone). If the chemical evolution of groundwater
was, on the contrary, developing under open system conditions with respect to CO2 gas, we
would have observed constant log[H2CC>3], increasing logfHCCV] and increasing log[CO32"]
with pH increase.

This interpretation has an interesting impact on our understanding of the hydrological
and the hydrogeochemical system in the studied area. Under the relatively favorable recharge
conditions that presumably lasted for few several thousand years in the Holocene, and in the
absence of an upper confining strata, the groundwater system is indeed "opened" to recharge
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and evaporation. However, with respect to gaseous exchange with surroundings, the system
proved acting as a "closed". This means that recharge water acquires its dissolved CO2 content
from the atmosphere, (and from biogenic sources that can be verified using 813C data when it is
made available) before arrival to the water-table. After arrival to the water-table, any further
groundwater further development will take place with no gaseous mass-transfer from or to the
aquifer (the system is closed to gases). The hydrological importance of this closed system is
that if the groundwater is closed to gaseous exchange with the surroundings, consequently
there is a chance that no evaporation takes place from the water-table (i.e. there is no
evaporation after recharge), or at least if such evaporation occurs it is really minimized and can
be negligible and all observed evaporation is only taking place in the unsaturated zone during
recharge. When this aquifer is studied using 13C and 14C data and a geochemical mass-transfer
model (or a hydrodynamic flow model that includes solute transport within the aquifer) is
applied, the closed-system situation must be respected in order to get representative model
output.

Ô18O-TDS plot
Our limited isotope data for groundwater in the studied area can be investigated with

respect to three processes that can be distinguished on the TDS- 818O plot (Fig 6). These
processes (namely, evaporation, dissolution and mixing) are the major mechanisms which are
responsible for the observed range of the dissolved solute contents and the stable isotopic
composition of the studied samples (Table 1).

Where local recharge of coastal aquifers is an active process, rainwater infiltrates first
through the topmost soil. In the case of the studied area, this surface layer could be on sand
dunes or in depressions between dunes. Depending on sediment thickness, soil solution
progressively percolates downward after consecutive showers until it reaches the water-table
over the years. Under relatively high recharge rates that favor aquifer replenishment in the
temperate zones, it is generally believed that the seasonal fluctuation of the isotope signature of
individual precipitation events is (more or less) "smoothed-off ' when reaching the local
groundwater reservoir, i.e. the observed groundwater isotope composition (618O and 82H) is
very close to the "weighted" mean of local precipitation. Under rapid replenishment conditions,
annual sinusoidal isotope function (i.e. the relationship of the rainwater isotopic content and
time) can also be observed in groundwater, but with a rather reduced amplitude.

Moisture, chloride and isotope (deuterium) profiles
A rough estimate of residence time (t) could be obtained for the temperate zone areas

using the following approximation (Philippe Olive, 1995):

A/B
t = with:

2K
A amplitude of rainwater isotope composition change.
B isotope composition of groundwater.

(where no seasonal sinusoidal isotope composition is observed in groundwater,
the value of "a" could be replaced by the standard deviation of the isotopic
composition in groundwater systems with long residence time).

However, when groundwater replenishment rate is low (as it is the case in the semi-arid
to arid zones), the temporal fluctuation of the groundwater isotope signature cannot any more
be observed. Nonetheless, the isotopic composition of groundwater related to the present-day
water
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area we have no long record for precipitation isotope composition. The nearest observation
station where a rainwater isotope record was reported is that of Alexandria (IAEA, GNIP
reports for the period 1961-1989) at some 400 km to the east of the studied sector.
Unfortunately, we do not posses any time-series for Tritium nor for stable isotopes for the
studied area. Due to these difficulties, the archive of the chemical and isotope composition of
moisture preserved in the unsaturated zone could be referred to in order to estimate the
recharge rate rather than depending on the groundwater isotope composition.

The fist outstanding observation in the studied moisture profiles is that of the borehole
close to the shoreline (Abo-Tabl site) at 1 km from the present-day beach. The archive of
sediments down to 20 m below land surface in this borehole has much lower moisture content
in most layers (Fig. 14 and 15) compared to the borehole of inland site (Karafine site) laying at
10 km far from the shoreline. This outstanding moisture profile difference could not only be
justified by the slight contrast in texture (Figs. 7 and 8); in fact the two boreholes have more or
less comparable and vertical homogeneity with respect to texture (except in the bottom of the
second borehole). For five sub-samples taken from different depths in each profile (0.0-0.5,
4.5-5.0, 9.5-10.0, 14.5-15.0 and 19.5-20.0 m), particle size distribution analysis indicates that
Abo-Tabl samples belong to the sandy texture whereas Karafin samples are belonging to
texture classes ranging from sand to silt loam. However, the clay content hardly exceeds 10 %
in Karafin (except at the bottom layer where it is slightly more than 11%). Also, dry sieving
(Fig. 7) showed that the materials of Karafin profile have three dominant grain sizes (0.50-
0.25, 0.25-0.10 and 0.10-0.05 mm, and the mean contribution of the 0.25-0.10 mm fraction is
higher than 60% of the total sediment material, whereas the mean contribution of the 0.50-0.25
mm fraction is 14% and the contribution of the 0.10-0.05 mm fraction is 21%). Hence there is
a more gradual change in the cumulative particle size diagram of Karafin profile with the mean
values showing that 85% of the Karafin sediments is <0.25 mm in diameter whereas 25% of
the Abo-Tabl material is <0.25 mm. Since, the observed slight contrast in texture could not be
the unique reason of the observed change in moisture profile, there should be an additional
reason behind the differences in recharge history. This could be the presence of certain
precipitation rate gradient inland (increase of rainfall at moderated distances from the shoreline
compared to rainfall at the immediate shoreline). However, it is clear on the moisture
characteristic curves (Fig. 10) that the finer sediments of Karafin retain higher moisture at the
matric potentials 0.50 and 1.00 bar (509 and 1019 cm H2O, or 50 and 100 kPa, that
correspond to pore sizes of 6 and 3 jJJtn, respectively) than the sediments of Abo-Tabl:

- volumetric moisture contents at 50 kPa: from 0.0552 to 0.0900 (mean 0.0720, i.e. about
7%) for Abo-Tabl versus from 0.1433 to 0.1663 (mean 0.1583, Le. about 16%) for
Karafin,

- volumetric moisture contents at 100 kPa: from 0.0441 to 0.0730 (mean 0.0591, i.e.
about 6%) for Abo-Tabl versus from 0.0805 to 0.1194 (mean 0.0889, i.e. about 9%) for
Karafin.

Moreover, the meaning of the low moisture content at Abo-Tabl site could also be that
recharge water passes through the unsaturated zone to the water-table faster than in Karafin
site which retains higher moisture content "trapped" in the unsaturated zone (fortunately for
our study!). Another impact is that evaporation from Abo-Table site is easier than from Karafin
site; this is observed as higher Cl concentrations in Abo-Table site at 7 m below land surface
than Karafin site.
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Only at the surface layers (0-2 m deep) the two boreholes have comparable very low
volumetric moisture (0v) contents which are generally less than 4%. Starting at a 2 m below
land surface, 0v gradually increases in both profiles to less than 7% at a depth of 6 m, with a
relatively rapid increase in the inland profile (Karafin) than the shoreline profile (Abo-Tabl). In
Karafin site, at the interval 6.5-7.0 m 0v is less than 5%, but it suddenly increases to about 13
% at the depth interval 7.5-8.0 m, then increases again to about 20% at the interval 9.0-9.5 m.
This is the first important peak in Karafin. A comparable peak is also found at the interval
14.5-15 m, and a third significant peak (0v = 21 %) also exists at the bottom layer 19.5-20.0 m
deep. No such comparable notable peaks exist in Abo-Tabl profile. In Abo-Tabl, there is only
minor changes in moisture with depth, and all moisture contents are in the narrow range 3.5-
7.0%.

Coupled with the chloride vertical distributions, we can see that the upper six meters of
sediments in both bore-holes show a net evaporative trend (decrease of moisture content and
increase of Cl concentration toward soil surface), with a higher Cl concentrations in sediment
moisture in Karafin site, probably due to the higher moisture reserve that plays the role of a
reservoir that slowly evaporates, whereas in Abo-Table moisture flow could be more rapid
downward. The outstanding feature here is that Cl peaks are more obvious at shorter intervals
(and are arranged as the indentations of a wood saw) in Abo-Tabl than in Karafin and both are
inversely related to moisture contents.

This trend could be interpreted by the mode of water loss and chloride content
increase. In fact in a coarse-grained sediment with a low moisture content (here Abo-Tabl), all
the arriving moisture content is easily made "available for evaporation", whereas in a more fine
material higher moisture content is retained against gravity and only water in large pores could
be evaporated (and its Cl content increases). The fine and meso interstitial pore spaces will not
be directly exposed to soil air. Also, the relative humidity in air in the fine pores could be close
to saturation, hence evaporation of moisture retained in the fine pores would be minimized.
The overall effect will be a "retardation effect" that "smears-out" the development of acute
changes in Cl concentration in the fine-textured unsaturated zone (Karafin borehole).
Moreover, this "delay" is further subjected to another "smearing-out" upon the arrival of the
novel moisture by recharge during the following wet year. The net effect will be such that Cl
peak in the finer materials will be "less spiked" and "wider" than in the coarser profile (Abo-
Tabl) and could exist in higher positions (than moisture peaks) in the fine-grained profile.

We already know that the year 1975 has known an exceptional rainfall in Northern
Sinai (Northern Sinai Governorate historical meteorology data, personal communication). We
also know that the year 1974 was an exceptional year of high rainfall in Alexandria (IAEA
GNIP, Internet consultation, 1999). Accordingly, we can look after these two major input
pulses in Karafin profile at a position slightly deeper than 6 m below land surface (a position
that corresponds to the year 1975 on the right-hand axis of the double-y-axis diagram, Fig.
15). This particular depth has already been defined by the vertical distributions of chloride and
moisture and the corresponding calendar years in Karafin profile through the spreadsheet
model (CHLEAR) prepared by the author. Then, from the difference in position (in meters)
and considering that time needed to allow such downward shift of the 1975 moisture peak, Fig.
9, (the period in years between the year 1975 and the year of observation, 1998), we can
obtain an estimate of the effective downward moisture flow velocity.

Effectively, at 9 m deep we find a major moisture peak which we shall consider as the
remnant of the 1975 heavy rainfall pulse. If we a made a comparison between this observed
depth (9 m), with the depth of 6 m calculated for that same important signal, we can estimate
the effective mean velocity of moisture downward movement as:

(09.00-6.00)7(1996-1975) = 3 . 0 0 / 2 1 = 0.143 m/year = 14.3 cm/year.
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For the second known major rainfall of 1947 (for which the corresponding calculated
depth is 13 m using the CHLEAR model), the signal is now at a depth of 19.75 m, this means
that the effective mean velocity is:

(19.75-13.00)/(1996-1947) = 6.75/49 = 0.138 m/year = 15.8 cm/year,

which is in good agreement with the above given velocity value. In order to know the year of
the signal found at depth 14 m, we can inversely use this information to know that the position
of moisture of such event is in the middle of the time interval between 1975 and 1947 i.e. in:

1947+ [(1975-1947)/2] = 1947+ [28/2] = 1947+14 = 1961.

which corresponds to the depth of 9.5 m, and by direct calculation we get (for verification
purposes) a velocity of:

(14.25 - 9.50) / (1996 -1961) = 4.75 / 35 = 0.136 m/year = 13.6 cm/year.

Once again this value is in a good agreement with the previously obtained one for the
previously mentioned two high rainfall events of 1975 and 1947 (14.3 and 15.8 cm/year).
However, through the historical meteorological data, the year 1961 must be first verified as a
year that has really knew a high rainfall in the studied area.
year of peak year calculated distance time,
velocity
Observation * depth, m of event peak depth, m traveled, m
years m/year

1996
1996
1996

9.00
9.50
13.00

1975
1961
1947

06.00
14.25
19.75

3.00
4.75
6.75

21
35
49

0.143
0.136
0.158

*observation year is 1998, but the calendar year assigned to the upper layer in the studied profiles is
1996.

Form these three estimates, the mean vertical velocity is 0.146 m/year (i.e. 0.039
cm/day). Compared to the velocity of saturated moisture in sands (which is in the order of 5-10
cm /day), the obtained values correspond to a real unsaturated flow phenomena not to any
pretended flow under saturation conditions. However, this approximate estimates of water
moisture transmission velocity are refined as reported in the CHLEAR model prepared by the
author for this work.

Physical data and hydrodynamics
Despite the fact that Abo-Tabl profile has a coarser texture than Karafin profile in general
(something which makes us expect higher bulk density for Abo-Tabl than for Karafin), the
calculated bulk densities of Karafin are significantly higher. This interesting observation can be
justified by the theoretical arrangement of the finer particles (in Karafin) within the interstitial
spaces between larger particles. On the plot of Cl versus 6v of Karafin borehole (not shown)
two populations of data points are recognized. The first corresponds to the lower layers
(below 7 m with relatively low Cl concentrations and high moisture contents) and the other
corresponds to the upper layers (above 7 m with higher Cl concentrations and low moisture
contents). The same observation applies to Abo-Tabl site but with much restricted ranges for
the high Cl and low moisture for all layers in a manner that makes the whole Abo-Tabl
borehole seems as if it were a a part of the upper layers of Karafin borehole. However, despite
the lack of enough moisture reservoir in the lower layer at Abo-Tabl, the general relationship
C1-0V of both fits to a curvilinear increase of Cl with moisture decrease reflecting that the
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effect of evaporation is not the unique mechanism other wise Cl would increase linearly with
8v decrease. This means that the evaporative losses are significantly compensated by recharge
input water that mixes with the residual water. In fact at the observed Cl concentration Cl is
conservative, consequently Cl concentration will linearly increase with evaporation from an
initial water pool with Co mg.l"1 Cl to Ci, C2, ... etc. mg.l"1 Cl before and after successive
stages of evaporation, respectively (where the slope of the linear fitness corresponds to a
concentration factor), and any deviation below this straight line must reflect water input. In
fact the observed non-linearity of the Cl-Gv relationship can be segmented into a lower branch
that reflect mixing with input water and low evaporative flux (form the lower borehole layers)
and an upper branch that reflects that evaporation flux is higher than the recharge rate. This
trend has be modeled in the spreadsheet CHLEAR for this work and nicely fit tot the
observations.

On the 82H-9v plot (Fig. 13), a trend similar to the Cl-6v plot is also obtained.
However, 52H values of many lower layers are similar or even higher than 82H values of the
upper layers in the two boreholes. This is very interesting observation since it would indicate
the role of the lower borehole layers as a reservoir of evaporative flux (hence its high stable
isotope contents) and the continual arrival of isotopically-depleted recharge water through the
upper layers. This observation also reflects the different behavior of pollutants (hear Cl) and
the integral water molecule composition (here the stable isotope ratio ^ ' H ) under the
intricate effect of evaporation, recharge and mixing. Chloride concentration increases in the
upper layers by evaporation both from input water arriving through infiltration and from
moisture reservoir in the lower layers. The same role applies to Deuterium in the upper layers,
however, the stable isotopes are subject to two types of fractionation during evaporation: the
equilibrium and the kinetic fractionation that could partially be compensated by mixing with
new input water with different (depleted) isotopic composition and these depletion could
probably make the isotopic composition of the mixture more depleted than the isotopic
signature of the older moisture reserve before replenishment in any given year. Also, moisture
in the lower layers could have a longer residence time than moisture in the upper layers, so
their isotopic composition gradually become more enriched than the upper layers with time.
Condensation could also take place in the base of the upper layers due to temperature
gradients giving rise to a local isotopic depletion in the base of the upper layers. A final
explanation is that the whole isotope archive of moisture in the unsaturated zone is subject to
the relatively wide range of the isotope compositions of rainwater in the last decades due to
differences in air temperature during raining-out. In a sense, the isotopic composition of the
upper layers is the residual composition of rainwater fell during more recent years than in the
case of the lower layers and these more recent years could have been already more isotopically
depleted than before. Abot-Tabl profile is characterized by a more clustered isotopic and
chloride content pattern on the 82H-0v plot than Karafin borehole indicating, once more,
higher evaporative losses (hence lower recharge rate if rainfall rate was similar on the two
sites) than Karafin profile. The 52H-C1 plot (not shown) once more confirm the previously
given explanation and supports the idea that recharge rates of the recent years was probably
lower than in previous decades archived in the lower layers and the role of the lower layers as a
retardation reservoir (in particular the relatively fine-grained lower layers in Karafin site) that is
filled and keeps moisture from downward flow to the water-table (hence moisture has longer
residence times). In fact, moisture flow velocity (calculated by the model CHLEAR) in Karafin
site is on the average about 0.60 that of Abo-Table site (mean = 0.46 nxy"1) and increases
downward from about 0.30 to about 0.20 my"1. However, de to fact that the mean volumetric
moisture content in Karafin profile is 0.12 whereas that of Abo-Tabl is 0.044, the mean
moisture flux in Karafin is about 31 mm.y"1 whereas that of Abo-Tabl is only about 20 mm.y"'
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(Fig. 18). These hydrodynamic parameters reflect that Karafin profile transmits water more
effectively to the water-table. Moisture content in pores in Karafin is much higher than that at
Abo-Tabl. This means that the relative humidity in the air-spaces of the interstitial pores in
Karafin is high. This could stand against evaporation in particular form the unsaturated lower
layers. Despite the coarse texture of the studied boreholes, the ulk density at Karafin site is
significantly lower than in Abo-Tabl, i.e porosity is low in Karafin compared to Abo-Tabl. This
could be the resultant of the natural packing of the fine-grained particles (found in particular in
Karafin) inside the larger pore space between the larger particles. This observation explains the
retention of higher moisture content in Karafin sediments at the matric potentials 50 and 100
kPa compared to Abo-Tabl sediments. These two matric potentials correspond to 6 and 3 |nm
pore diameter, respectively. This means that the higher fraction of Karafin moisture is trapped
in fines pore spaces than in Karafin, and this, once more, stands against water loss by
evaporation (which is confirmed by 82H contents which are more depleted n Karafin than in
Abo-Tabl). In a field experimental study of the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the surface
layers, it is found that K sat in Abo-Tabl (mean = 34 m/day) is about 20 times that of Karafin
(1.6 m/day). The unsaturated hydraulic conductivity will reported elsewhere.

The recharge rate at the two sites was estimated through the model CHLEAR prepared
for his work. For Karafin it was found to be about 37 mm/day whereas in Abo-Tabl it is only
18 mm/year. Calculating the calendar years and the residence times, it was estimated that due
to moisture velocity differences, the historical record of Abo-Table moisture is about 40 years,
whereas that of Karafin is about 80 years, i.e moisture found at the bottom of this 20 meter-
thick unsaturated zone corresponds to the rainfall of 1920 (Figs. 11 to 15). Consequently,
there is a great chance to fined the 1963-thermonuclear Tritium peak at moderate depths in the
unsaturated zone of this site and at lower layers in Abo-Tabl, however, Karafin site is
preferable for such study due to its higher moisture contents in the lower layers.

Position of the 1963-tritium peak in the Vadose Zone
When the water-table is several meters (to several tens of meters) deep, and the

percolation moisture is slowly moving downward to an unconfined aquifer that is exclusively
receiving recharge through the upper unsaturated zone (i.e. without replenishment from other
sources such as lateral seepage from adjacent formations), it is highly probable that the famous
thermonuclear Tritium peak of the year 1963 would still be found somewhere above the water-
table in the unsaturated zone. If that Tritium peak is analytically observed only in the
unsaturated zone (not in the underground water), an independent estimate of the recharge rate
could also be calculated and compared to the recharge rate obtained from the chloride mass-
balance in the unsaturated profile and the CMPA model turns into a chemical-Isotope-
Moisture profile archive (CIMPA) model (sea the CHLEAR spread sheet model for the
predicted depth of the 1963-Tritium peak).

If, however, Tritium is analytically found in groundwater, whereas the 1963-Tritium
peak is also found in the unsaturated zone or its position is predicted (using an estimate of the
time laps required for moisture transmission as calculated on a calendar basis from Cl profiles
as done by the spreadsheet CHLEAR model), Tritium content in groundwater should be
understood (only in this case) as arriving to the local aquifer not only by downward flow of
moisture across the unsaturated zone but also through lateral flow from an adjacent
underground system. In this last case, the used approach will still be helpful as it elucidates the
hydrological system and makes the regional groundwater replenishment issue much better
understood. This particular piece of information could be highly important for modeling aquifer
parameters using time-series Tritium contents in groundwater. Moreover, the stable isotope
(Oygen-18 and Deuterium) could enhance our understanding of the intricate succession of
recharge and evaporation during long-term recharge through the unsaturated zone.
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Further modeling
Modeling Tritium in groundwater is normally based on the lumped parameter methods

(Maloszewski and Zuber, Ï 982, Zuber, 1986) known as the black box models. In these
methods, the reconstruction of the Tritium output time-function (Tritium content change in
groundwater with time) is theoretically obtained using a known Tritium time-series input data
set (tritium content change in local water source through time) and a quantitative theoretical
approach (model that can be run on a computer) that respects and corresponds to the
hydrological settings of the aquifer. Thereafter, a minimization fitness procedure or the try-
and-error method (Fahmy Hussein M., 1994) is used to best fit the observed tritium time-series
output (actually measured in groundwater samples taken from local wells or springs) to the
theoretically-predicted tritium output time-series (model output) in order to obtain the aquifer
parameters (mainly the turn-over time and the recharge rate).

Obviously, the exercise of Tritium modeling in groundwater needs the availability of
tritium time-series input function in local rainwater (including the early 1960's peak) and
collecting observations (for several year) on tritium contents in pumped groundwater.
Unfortunately Tritium input functions are not available in many semi-arid to arid areas in the
world due to the poor distribution of observation stations in these climatic zones. When local
monitoring is lacking, reference could be made to some other nearby IAEA station for Global
Network of Isotopes in Precipitation (GNIP), but such station could be several hundreds of
kilometers far from the studied area.

Evidently, the lack of Tritium input data is a tedious obstacle (in particular in Egypt
where we have only two rainwater isotope monitoring stations (at Alexandria and Ras-
BarranyO, and even these stations were functioning only for about 29 years (1961-1989).
Moreover, the setup of an output monitoring needs a special agreement with an interested
laboratory and the availability of good financial support from an external fund agency or the
local national authorities, something which is not always possible. The first decade of the 21st

century will be, for sure, the last chance for making such monitoring. After that timing, the
continual decay of the atmospheric Tritium reservoir (which started after 1963 after the halt of
the aerial thermonuclear bomb tests) will decline to return back to the normal Tritium content
base-line in precipitation. Consequently Tritium, as an ideal natural tracer in isotope hydrology,
will lose its present-day magnificent value.
Water movement in porous media is a complex natural phenomenon, however, theoretical
platform exists for dealing with it on the basis of Darcy law and the continuity equation. The
combined equation gives a partial second-order differential type that can hardly be solved to
obtain an analytical solution (only under rigid boundary conditions - and using restricted initial
conditions if we deal with transient water flow -) to the extent that the obtained analytical
solution is actually non-useful for application on other cases. Solute transport in the
unsaturated zone is even a more complicated issue and needs (beside a coherent theoretical
basis) solving the water flow regime first to get the values of the unsaturated water flow
velocity. However, Fick's law and source (and sinks corresponding to different solute inputs
and outputs) presents a good framework for the problem. However, the second order partial
differential form of this equation has no analytical solution. Nonetheless, soil physicists have
had to overcome the dilemma by approximate solutions based on the initiation of a grid that
represents data of the hydrological system at the specified nodes and a suitable numerical
method in order to reduce the partial differential equations to matrices that can be upgraded
within space (and time for transient problems) and solved on a computer using an appropriate
algorithm to get good predictions on water and solute content in the regime within the used
space and time.
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Figure 19 Landscape, dry-drilling of the boreholes, sampling and measurements in the Northeastern
Loastal Flam ofSinai.

Normally such numerical solutions needs heavy calculations on computers and are very
extensive for memory requirement and the real time needed to run the simulation These
machine and tune requirements become overwhelming as the simulated problem is a
complicated one. For the cases studied in soil physics, the usual use of such models is related
to water and agrochemical applications during relatively short periods of time (several hours or
days) and there is no need to run the simulation to represent the events and changes that could
take place during several years or several decades. In our case, the flow of water to the water-
able for recharging the aquifer is, on the contrary, a problem that takes place during much

longer periods than the usual time limits used in soil physics and time increases with the
increase of the unsaturated zone depth above the water table.
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Moreover, before being able to run any soil physics model, the user must have a set of
parameters measured in the lab and/or the field in ordef to know the relationship (function)
between the moisture content and the potentials with which different moisture contents are
hold in the unsaturated medjum during the wetting (percolation and redistribution) and the
drying (evaporation) cycles. Furthermore, another function (change of hydraulic conductivity
with moisture content - or with potential -) is also needed in order to take the change of flow
velocity (with moisture content change) into consideration. Clearly, these complications make
such research difficult to a great extent. Some well equipped research stations use automated
lysimeters and data loggers to get continuous monitoring of the needed information, but this is
not available to every research worker in particular in the developing countries.

Despite the fact the global mass balance of water flow and global chloride mass balance
could represent a bypass through these difficulties (when the flow system is considered as
being of a piston flow type), it is obvious that the application of the physical background of the
problem (based on Darcy, continuity and Fick's laws), despite its inherent difficulty, must not
be completely abandoned and neglected altogether. A simple simulation should be undertaken
(for example using one-dimensional flow regime and obtaining the p F curve and the K(?)
functions from a simplifying model - like RETC (by Van Genschten) and using a simple
simulation package - like CHEMFLO (by Nofziger and Ragender) for one-dimensional water
flow and solute transport - and making the simulation space restricted to the upper layers of
the unsaturated zone during relatively short time - one year or so - in order to get an idea
about the major aspects of the predicted solution given by the physical approach.
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